
COMARC/B 436

436  FORMED BY MERGER OF _, _ AND _

This field is used to link a continuing resource being catalogued to two or more other continuing resources
which precede it and which were merged to form it.

Subfields & repeatability

FIELD/SUBFIELD REPEATABILITY
436 Formed by merger of _, _ and _ r

a Title proper/Key title nr
x ISSN nr

Indicators

INDICATOR VALUE MEANING
1 Not defined

Note display indicator
0 Do not make a note

2

1 Make a note

If the indicator 2 is set to "1" – Make a note, a note is to be generated containing corresponding introductory
phrase "Formed by merger of:", a title and an ISSN, if it is available.

SUBFIELDS

436a  Title proper/Key title

A title of a continuing resource.

436x  ISSN

An ISSN of a continuing resource.

NOTES ON FIELD CONTENTS

A continuing resource being catalogued was formed by merger of continuing resources referred to in fields
436. A title of a new continuing resource is different from earlier titles.

A field 436 is repeated for each of the continuing resources which merged.
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436 COMARC/B

RELATED FIELDS

447 MERGED WITH _, _ TO FORM _
Field 447 is used in the record of one of the earlier continuing resources which is merged to link to
the continuing resource(s) with which it is merged and the new title.

EXAMPLES

1. *
200 1⊔ aDelo esamostojen časnik za samostojno Slovenijo
436 ⊔1 x1318-5152 (KT=Ljudska pravica)
436 ⊔1 x1318-4946 (KT=Slovenski poročevalec)

(A record for a newspaper "Delo" which is formed by merger of newspapers
entered in fields 436.)

2. *
200 1⊔ aŠkrjanček eglasilo Telekoma Slovenije
436 ⊔1 x1318-587X (KT=Telekomunikacije (Ljubljana))
436 ⊔1 x1318-9735 (KT=Telekom Slovenije)

(The gazette "Škrjanček" is formed by merger of the gazette "Telekomunikacije"
and the bulletin "Telekom Slovenije".)

3. * COBISS.net
200 1⊔ aBulletin astronomique de Belgrade
436 ⊔1 x0373-3734 (KT=Bulletin de l'Observatoire astronomique de Belgrade)
436 ⊔1 x0350-3283 (KT=Publications of the Department of Astronomy)

4. * COBISS.net
200 1⊔ aIstorija 20. veka ečasopis Instituta za savremenu istoriju dHistory of 20. century

ethe journal of the Institute of Contemporary History dIstorija 20. veka ežurnal
Instituta sovremenoj istorii

436 ⊔1 x0535-8930 (KT=Istorija 20. veka (1959))
436 ⊔1 x0522-8042 (KT=Prilozi za istoriju socijalizma)
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